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Abstract
This article proposes the 7 C’s for realizing quality-oriented software engineering practices. All the
desired qualities of this approach are expressed in short by the term living software. The 7 C’s are:
Concern-oriented processes, Canonical models, Composable models, Certifiable models, Constructible
models, Closure property of models and Controllable models. Each C is explained by the help of a set
of definitions, a short overview of the background work and the problems that software engineers may
experience in realizing the corresponding C. Further, throughout the article, a software development
example is presented for illustrating the realization of the 7 C’s. Finally, this article concludes by
infomally justifying the necessity of the 7 C’s.

1.

An Example: Car Dealer Management System

Assume that we would like to adopt a process for buying a car. This process consists of the following steps:
• Define the characteristics of the car to be purchased.
• Select the car models that fulfill these characteristics.
• Select a model from the candidate car models.
• Make sure that the car can be financed.
• Purchase the car and complete all the necessary formalities.
• Maintain the car and make sure that the necessary formalities remain fulfilled.
Although various different refinements and iterations are possible, this process is likely to be agreed
upon as a basic guideline by most customers and car dealers. There are several parameters, however, which
influence this process considerably. Consider, for example, the following list:
• Personal preferences.
• Social context.
• Income.
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• Purpose of use.
• Interest rate.
• Amount of tax to be paid.
• Cost of maintenance, etc.
There are a number of model and/or dealer specific features, which may also play an important role:
• Characteristics of the cars available in the market.
• Service quality offered by a car dealer.
• Proximity of a car dealer, etc.
This is not an exhaustive list of all parameters. However, it is likely that a group of experts may reach
a consensus on a list of say, 10 parameters. The values of these parameters will continuously change over
time. Therefore, any optimal decision at a given time may cease to be optimal soon after.
Assume that we would like to design a software system, which will support the car-dealers and
their customers in purchasing and maintaining cars. Such a system must fulfill the following two basic
requirements:
• Maximize the satisfaction of the customers in time.
• Maximize the profit of the car dealer in time.
This system must continuously monitor the customer’s current situation, and whenever necessary, it
must give the right advice in purchasing and/or maintaining the customer’s car. Similarly, for a car dealer,
the system must continuously demonstrate its benefit in supporting the dealer’s business. These objectives
can only be achieved by creating a living car dealer management system.

2.

Problems with Current Software Systems

Although software systems are the fundamental assets of many businesses of today, software projects
frequently fail in achieving their objectives [1]. As reported by the Standish Group [2], in 1995, U.S.A.
government and businesses spent about 59,000,000,000 Dollars for budget overruns and 81,000,000,000
Dollars on canceled software projects. It was also stated that in the United States, only about one-sixth of all
projects were completed on time and within budget, nearly one third of all projects were canceled outright,
and well over half were considered ”challenged.” Of the challenged or cancelled projects, the average project
was 190 percent over budget, 220 percent behind schedule, and contained only 60 percent of the originally
specified features. Based on these survey results we can assume that:
• Most commercial software systems are very complex, and therefore hard to understand, and hard to
modify.
• A considerable number of commercial software projects are cancelled, overdue and over budget.
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We can therefore conclude that most commercial software systems are hardly alive. In the following
sections, we will investigate the necessary conditions for making software more living than today.
There are at least 7 properties of software models we consider important for creating living software.
These are Concern-oriented design processes, Canonical models, Composable models, Certifiable models,
Constructible models, Closure property of models and Controllable models. These properties will be
discussed in the following sections.

3.

Concern-Oriented Design Process

3.1.

Definitions

A software development process is a problem solving activity, which transfers a set of problems into a set of
executable solutions. The important properties of a concern-oriented software development process can be
summarized as follows:
Refinement levels: Software development processes consist of a set of refinement levels.
Starting point : The top-level is defined by the most abstract problem to be solved. In commercial
projects, the problems at this level have to be derived from the business requirements.
Problem solving: Each level is defined by:
• A set of problem domain concerns and solution domain concerns. The term concern refers to a relevant
issue to be considered.
• A problem solving process, which transforms the problem domain concerns into the solution domain
concerns.
• A verification process, which checks the solution domain concerns against the problem domain concerns.
Retaining the quality of solutions: In general, during a multi-level refinement process, a set of
incremental solution models are defined at different abstraction levels. These solutions may show different
quality characteristics. It is important to retain the desired quality factors while applying refinement
processes.
Problem-solution-problem chain: The solution domain concerns of a level become the problem domain
concerns of its sub-level.
Stopping criteria: Each level has to be refined into a sub-level until the following two conditions are
met:
• The problem domain concerns are solved satisfactorily.
• The solution domain concerns can be directly mapped onto processor architecture1 .
Some levels can be standardized for commitment and interchange. Typical examples are analysis,
design and implementation phases of software development methods [3] and distributed system standards2
such as CORBA [4].
1 Processor

architecture can be implemented in hardware, firmware, as a virtual machine, etc.
distributed systems, the term layers is used instead of levels. In a concern-oriented process, levels may correspond to
abstraction levels of a refinement process as well as to software system layers.
2 In
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3.2.

Motivations

The possible advantages of a concern-oriented software development process may be summarized as follows:
Reduced complexity: Complexity is reduced by dividing the software design problem into levels of
simpler problems.
Goal-directedness: The design process progresses from abstract problem specifications to concrete
solutions.
Explicit reasoning: At each level, the context, the problems and solutions associated with it are made
explicit. This creates explicit reasoning about the design process and improves documentation.
Quality of solutions: Problem solving requires systematic application of the relevant knowledge. The
quality of solutions is, therefore, directly related to the maturity of the available scientific knowledge. Since
scientific approaches are reliable and are based on well-established principles, the resulting software solutions
will also be of high quality.
Uniformity of approach: Since both functional and non-functional requirements are considered as
design problems to be solved, at the level of solution models, every requirement is treated equally. For
example, creating an adaptable solution requires application of specific techniques for this purpose.
Reduced costs through sharing levels: Certain levels can be standardized and shared among multiple
systems. For example, most distributed applications require a common set of services such as naming and
addressing, data serialization and transfer. Instead of repeatedly implementing these services each time an
application is developed, it is more economic to provide them by the underlying system [4]. Obviously, this
reduces the development costs enormously.

3.3.

Software development methods

There are some differences among methods in the interpretation of the analysis, design and implementation
levels. For example, Object Modeling Technique [5] suggests a detailed specification of operations and
attributes at the analysis level, whereas in Unified Process [3], these specifications are deferred to the design
level.
Most commercial software development methods do not consider the software development process as
a problem solving activity [6]. For example, in Unified Process, software is derived from external functional
specifications, which are mainly related to problem domain concerns. Software is designed by mapping
problem domain concerns into software abstractions. Synbad is a synthesis-based software architecture
design method, which adopts problem-solving principles [7,8]. Software patterns [9,10] can be used in
mapping problems into solutions.
At the design level, the problem identification and solving processes are generally implemented by
the use of design heuristics. At the implementation level, these processes are generally realized through
interpretation and/or compilation [11].

3.4.

The concerns in the car dealer management system example

The problem domain concerns of a car dealer management system can be specified as supporting the sale,
taxing, registration, repair and maintenance processes, and managing the client and stock data.
To deal with the complexity of problems, concerns can be decomposed into sub-concerns. For example,
the concern stock data management can be refined into a new problem: how to minimize the costs through
sharing the spare parts among dealers?
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Figure 1 shows a level in the process of designing the car dealer management system. Here, a problem
solving process transforms the problem domain concerns into a set of solution domain concerns. The solution
domain concerns are checked against the problems through a verification process. To solve the problem of
how to share spare parts among multiple dealers, the following solution domain concerns are identified:
leveli+1
Problem domain concerns
minimize the costs
through sharing the
spare parts among
problem solving
dealers
verification

leveli

optimization
serialization
recovery

Solution domain concerns

Leveli-1

Figure 1. A level in the process of designing the car dealer management system.

• Optimization techniques for allocating spare parts to the distributed stocks. Optimization algorithms
compute the best location for a part within a given set of costs [12].
• Serialization techniques for sharing distributed spare part data among dealers. Data may become
inconsistent, if two or more processes simultaneously read and write or write and write on it. Serialization techniques are used to order the processes such that the processes execute as if they do not
overlap in time [13].
• Recovery techniques for dealing with failures while transferring data between the distributed stocks.
Data may become inconsistent if a process crashes while updating it. Recovery techniques either set
back the initial value of the data before the crash or to repair the crashed process so that it can be
completed safely [13].
Within the context of the design of the car dealer management system, in the following sections, the
serialization and recovery techniques will be refined further.

3.5.

Problems with current software development processes

In the following, we list some of the significant problems that we have identified by analyzing the support of
current software development methods in fulfilling the properties of a concern-oriented process explained in
this section. For each problem description, the corresponding property is shown between the parentheses.
Problem dependency of refinement levels (refinement levels): The required refinement levels for solving
a given software development problem are defined by the characteristic of the problem being solved and
therefore the levels cannot be precisely defined for an arbitrary software development problem. Most
methods, however, define a predetermined process for dealing with arbitrary software design problems [3, 5].
Difficulty of identifying relevant requirements (starting point): Identifying a relevant set of requirements in a dynamically changing business context is a difficult problem. In general, a software system can
be marketed as a product or as automation for supporting business processes. Determining the relevance
of software products requires successful policies in market analysis, consumer behavior understanding and
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forecasting, organization analysis, market and technology forecasting, portfolio definition, product development and management, and marketing [14]. Determining the relevance of automation requires a detailed
cost-benefit analysis of the intended automated process.
Difficulty of dealing with multiple stakeholders (starting point): Requirements are generally formulated
by multiple persons and therefore there may be discrepancy in the definition of requirements. It may be
sometimes even impossible to meet all the requirements. Software development methods, therefore, must
provide a means to deal with the requirements of multiple stakeholders.
Difficulty of aligning business and software development processes (all): In order to affectively react to
changing business demands, the software development processes must be optimally aligned with the business
processes. Current tools and methods, however, are generally optimized only for a certain phase in the
overall process.
Difficulty of mapping requirements into problems (problem solving): Defining a systematic process for
mapping requirements into problem definitions is not an easy task. This is because to identify the right set
of problems, generally software engineers must have knowledge on the necessary solution domains.
Non-separable problems/solutions (problem solving): To find adequate solutions for complex problems,
one has to map requirements as much as possible into an orthogonal set of problems so that each problem
can be solved independently. Due to the complexity of the requirements, lack of knowledge, etc., software
engineers may find it difficult to decompose requirements into orthogonal problems/solutions. In [15], this
problem was termed as the decomposition problem.
Lack of problem solving techniques (problem solving): Most popular methods derive solutions from
requirement specifications without considering requirements as problems to be solved. Deriving solutions
directly from requirement specifications has two major drawbacks. First of all, solutions may become too
sensitive to requirement specifications. Second and most importantly, even if all the relevant requirements
are specified, it may still be difficult to identify the solutions. This is because the identified problem domain
concerns can be very different from the required solution domain concerns and deriving solutions directly
from problem domain concerns may not result in a solution or the solution may be of a poor quality. This
problem has been discussed in detail in our related publication [6].
As an example, consider the problem and solution domain concerns of the car dealer management
system shown in Figure 1. The solution domain concerns optimization, serialization and recovery cannot
be directly derived from the problem domain concern cost minimization through sharing unless a problem
solving process is adopted.
Dependency among refinement actions (problem solving): In a typical software development process,
multiple problems must be solved together. Solving one problem may hinder solving another. A typical
example is the early partitioning problem, which has been defined in our related publication [16]:
“The dilemma here is that if the software engineer does not identify subsystems before starting with
object identification, then the project probably becomes unmanageable. On the other hand, if the software
engineer identifies subsystems prior to object-identification, then the defined subsystem boundaries may
not be optimal.”
Current software development methods generally advise a predefined order in dealing with multiple
problems, and therefore, they implicitly prioritize certain problems.
Lack of awareness and/or lack of solutions (problem solving): Obviously, to find an adequate solution
for a given problem, there must a known solution for the problem and one has to be knowledgeable about
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the solution. In [16], for example, we have made the following statement:
“Quite often, underlying theories of large systems are not completely understood, and it is difficult
to define reusable hierarchies for these types of systems. One may not expect software engineers to
organize inheritance hierarchies any better than their understanding of the classifications within the
theory itself.”
Dealing with large solution spaces (problem solving-retaining the quality of solutions): In general,
a problem may be solved in many ways. However, the quality factors of solutions, such as adaptability,
reusability, performance, etc. may be different from each other. Software engineers, therefore, have to deal
with two important problems: dealing with large solution spaces, and selecting a solution that satisfies the
desired quality requirements in an optimal way. Unfortunately, in current methods, both of these problems
are not addressed very well [17].
Not properly defined refinement levels (problem-solution-problem chain): One difficulty of solving a
complex problem is to deal with multiple levels of problems and solutions. A solution in a level becomes a
problem at a lower level. In projects this is generally a source of confusion because project members may
unconsciously refer to different levels but may assume that they are talking about the same level.
Difficulty of determining the level of detail (stopping criteria): One of the problems in a refinement
process is to decide if the problem has solved satisfactorily and no further refinement is required.

4.
4.1.

Canonical Models
Definitions

A canonical model is a compact representation of the common features of a representative set of instances.
A canonical solution domain model has the following properties3 :
Knowledge-driven: A canonical solution model can be derived by analyzing the relevant and objective
solution domain knowledge.
Generic solution abstraction: A canonical solution model defines the common properties of a set of
solution instances. A canonical solution model is a generic abstraction with respect to its instances, since
every instance complies with the definition of the model. An emerging instance, which cannot longer be
expressed by a canonical solution model, is called a genericity-breaking instance4 .
Succinct : Canonical solution models do not include redundant or irrelevant abstractions.
First-class property of concerns: The abstractions of the canonical solution model5 correspond to the
solution domain concerns.

4.2.

Motivations

Defining canonical solution models may have the following advantages:
Reduction: Searching for a canonical solution domain model may help the designers to identify and
specify the essential concerns and relations of a solution. This reduces complexity and makes the solution
more manageable.
3 Although the focus of this section is mainly on solution domain models, in a concern-oriented process, canonical problem
domain models can be used for identifying a relevant set of problems.
4 This is similar to the terms symmetry and symmetry breaking, which are defined within the context of patterns [61].
5 In case of a canonical model, the terms concerns and canonical abstractions can be used interchangeably.
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Comparison: Canonical modeling helps the designers to compare the alternative solutions.
Invariance-variance: Canonical modeling makes it easier to design adaptive and/or evolving solutions
since a canonical model defines the invariant properties of the solution. The variant properties of a solution
can be derived from its canonical model through specialization and/or instantiation.
Prediction: The properties of a solution may be predicted by inspecting the definition of its canonical
model.
Reduced costs through deriving solutions from common models: Since canonical models are generic,
they can be reused in deriving solutions across multiple applications. This results in reduced development
costs.
A canonical modeling step can be considered as a part of refinement process. Identification of solution
domain concerns is easier if canonical models are used. A disadvantage of adopting a canonical model may
be the increased cost due to the extra work necessary for identifying and defining the model.

4.3.

Background work

Our definition of canonical solution domain models is quite similar to Alexander’s architecture patterns [18].
We think however that not all the software patterns [9, 10] can be classified as canonical solution models.
Object-oriented modeling techniques [19] and languages [20] introduce the class abstraction as a means
of expressing the common properties of a set of instances. A canonical solution model is different from a
class abstraction for two reasons. First, not every class necessarily represents a canonical solution. Second,
some canonical solution models may be better defined as a set of classes or as other abstractions such as
operations and constraints.
One of the main objectives of domain engineering techniques [21], product-line architectures [22, 23]
and application frameworks [24] is to define a generic model that can be specialized for different needs. For
example, in one of our publications [6], we defined software architecture as follows: “Architecture is a concept
representing a set of abstractions and relations, and constraints among these abstractions”. Here the term
‘concept’ means a canonical model. In other words, a canonical solution model is also the architecture of a
solution.
In addition to defining canonical models for architectures, there is a need for canonical models for
solving problems in various different areas, levels of abstractions and granularities. In [25], for example,
canonical models are presented for expressing synchronization and real-time constraints in object-oriented
programming languages. Obviously, defining canonical models remains a difficult problem.

4.4.

Canonical models in the design of the car dealer management system

In section 3.4, serialization and recovery techniques were considered relevant for solving the problem of
sharing spare parts among multiple dealers. Our next concern is to implement these techniques.
In the literature, atomic transactions are proposed for serializing concurrent executions and for
recovering from failures [26]. There are, however, a considerable number of different atomic transaction
implementation techniques. Each technique may perform better than the others depending on the context
of execution and the size of the shared data. We have two alternatives: either to select a transaction
technique and implement it directly or to define a canonical model for atomic transactions and derive an
implementation from the canonical model. We have decided to define a canonical model for at least two
reasons. First, it is expected that the context of the car dealer management system will vary considerably
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and therefore to maintain the performance the implementation is likely to be adapted. Second, the system
has to be designed for long term needs and therefore it must be prepared for evolution.

leveli
Problem domain concerns
….
problem solving
serialization
recovery
verification

Leveli-1

transaction
theory
canonical
modeling

a canonical
transaction
model

Solution domain concerns

Leveli-2

Figure 2. An example of mapping problems into canonical solutions.

As shown in Figure 2, serialization and recovery concerns are now considered as the problem domain
concerns of the level i-1. Transactions are proposed as a solution to the problem of implementing serialization
and recovery techniques. In contrast to Figure 1, here the solution domain model is derived from the theory
domain, i.e. the transaction theory.
To identify a canonical model of atomic transactions, it is necessary to evaluate a considerable number
of relevant atomic transaction techniques [8, 7]. By comparing 8 different publications, we have discovered
a canonical model with the following components:
• Transactional code: represents the critical code in the application.
• Transaction manager: is responsible for initiating and controlling the overall transaction process.
• Policy manager : determines the implementation strategy to be taken.
• Data manager : coordinates interactions with the shared data.
• Scheduler : manages concurrent accesses to the shared data.
• Recovery manager : takes actions in case of a crash or error.
These six components are the abstractions and the concerns of the canonical solution model. We
found necessary to continue with the refinement process and canonical modeling for the following reasons:
• The problem domain concerns are not yet solved satisfactorily. For example, the alternative implementation of the components and their adaptation strategy are yet to be determined.
• The solution domain concerns are not yet detailed enough for mapping onto existing language concepts
and/or processor architecture.
In [8], it is shown how the components of the transaction model can be refined into sub-canonical
models. In this way, the transaction system can be verified, adapted and reused at various levels of detail.
In the following sections, we will continue with refining the transaction system model.
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4.5.

Problems in Defining and/or Utilizing Canonical Models

In the following, we summarize a number of problems that software engineers may experience while they
are defining and/or utilizing canonical models. For each problem description, the corresponding canonical
model property is shown between the parentheses.
Lack of support for canonical models (all): Most commercial software development methods are
not suitable for defining canonical solution models, since they aim at a single software solution [3, 5].
Domain engineering techniques [21], product-line architectures [22, 23] and application frameworks [24]
aim at developing family of software systems, but however, they generally do not emphasize the canonical
property of models as defined in this article.
Lack of awareness (knowledge-driven): To identify a canonical model, designers have to gather
sufficient number of instances in the domain [16]. If the designer has no access to the required information,
then practically it will be impossible to identify a canonical model.
Lack of available knowledge (knowledge-driven): The quality of a canonical model is directly related to
the number of known instances in the domain. In emerging disciplines, obviously, there may not be sufficient
number of instances necessary for describing a (high-quality) canonical model.
Difficulty of extracting information (knowledge-driven): Knowledge may be available in many forms
and it may not be always easy to extract the necessary information for defining a canonical model. This may
be due to excessive number of information and/or due to the inappropriate representation of information.
Difficulty of knowing when genericity may break (generic solution abstraction): When the genericity
of a canonical model breaks, preferably a new canonical model has to be introduced. If one can estimate
when and how the genericity of a canonical model may break, then it could be possible to prepare a new
canonical model. It is, however, difficult to reason about emerging instances.
Difficulty of determining succinctness (succinct): To be able to reason about the succinctness of a
model, generally one has to reason about the necessity and sufficient conditions for the model. For complex
models, this may not always easy to determine.
Lack of expressiveness (first-class property of concerns): The adopted modeling language must be
rich enough to directly represent the features of the canonical model. Since canonical models can be very
diverse, certain features of canonical models may be difficult to express directly in a general purpose modeling
language.

5.
5.1.
5.1.1.

Composable Models
Issues in designing composable models
Process perspective

There are two basic processes in composing solutions in software development:
Integration of solutions: Typically, an integration of solutions process is applied to integrate peerto-peer level compositions. Example composition operators at the programming level are code-inline [11],
operation call and/or aggregation [19, 20]. Complex systems can be integrated by using a sophisticated
integrator such as CORBA [4].
Evolution of solutions: Here, typical composition operators at the programming level are aggregation,
inheritance and/or delegation [19, 20, 27].
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5.1.2.

Separation of concerns perspective

The separation of concern principle may exhibit the following four characteristics:
Balancing quality values: The concerns of problems and solution models must be separated from each
other to achieve the desired quality values, such as reduced complexity and increased reusability. Evolution of
problems and demands for different quality values may enforce conflicting strategies for separating concerns.
The ideal decision of which concerns must be separated from each other requires finding the right compromise
for satisfying multiple (quality) requirements.
Composition of crosscutting concerns: A special case of integration of solutions is the composition
of crosscutting concerns. Typical programming level composition operators are aspect weaving [28] and/or
superimposition [29].
Probabilistic compositions: Due to uncertainties in the evolution of requirements, generally the problems and consequently the solutions cannot be precisely determined. This may lead to probabilistic problem
specifications. It may be preferable to define and optimize the solutions and the composition of solutions
with respect to the probabilistic problem definitions [30].
Fuzzy compositions: In a design process, if a problem can be solved in a number of alternative ways,
and if it is not possible (or desired) to commit to a single alternative, then each alternative may be assigned
to a fuzzy set [31]. A fuzzy set may express the degree of relevancy of a solution. By this way, a candidate
solution may not be eliminated too early. Along with the refinement process, and/or due to the change of
context, the values of fuzzy sets can be re-computed. This requires special composition operators that can
reason about fuzzy sets. At a given refinement level, when a non-fuzzy solution is desired, defuzzification
operation can be applied.

5.2.

Motivations

A composable model may provide the following advantages:
Reduced complexity: A common approach to solving a complex problem is to decompose it into simpler
sub-problems. Each sub-problem may be solved separately and then combined together to obtain a composite
solution.
Increased adaptability and evolvability: Separating different concerns from each other and composing
them using explicit composition operators increase adaptability and reusability.
Reduced costs through composing solutions from predefined ones: Commonly required (sub) solutions
can be designed and stored and reused across different applications through composing them together.
We also would like to ephasize that canonical modeling supports composability for at least two reasons.
First, since canonical models are succinct, they help in identifying the necessary set of composition operators.
Second, the abstractions of a canonical model also determine the granularity of compositions.

5.3.

Background work

Software development methods [19, 5] and programming languages [20] offer various composition mechanisms
such as operation call, aggregation and inheritance. In addition, methods introduce abstractions such as
collaboration and sequence diagrams, generalization/specialization, uses relations and associations. Only a
few languages adopt a delegation mechanism; examples are Self [27], DARWIN/LAVA [32] and Composition
Filters [33].
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A number of researchers have been working on composition anomalies mainly within the context of
synchronization inheritance [34]. Several publications [15, 25] generalized the definition of synchronization
anomalies to other concerns such as real-time.
Various languages and systems aim at modeling crosscutting concerns [35] such as Adaptive Methods
[36], HyperJTM [37], AspectJ [28] and Composition Filters [33, 38, 29].
Most composition operators at the design level are used to specify relations among the software
artifacts. Design for composition has not been explored very well. This involves modeling design heuristics
[39], and defining design operations for supporting integration, evolution and refinement processes [17, 8].
Probability theory has been extensively applied in modeling random processes. Generally, probabilistic
models require specific reasoning techniques [40]. However, using probabilistic techniques within the context
of software development methods has not been explored yet [30].
The application of fuzzy-logic techniques [31] is a new direction in software engineering. In other
engineering disciplines there have been some applications of fuzzy sets and logic [41].

5.4.

Composition concerns in the car dealer management system example

In the previous sections, we have refined the initial requirements for a car dealer management system into a
canonical model for transactions. The following list shows the incremental solution models identified so far:
Car dealer management system requirements → cost reduction through sharing parts among stocks
→ serialization and recovery techniques → adopting transaction theory → defining a canonical model for
transactions
Due to space limitations, we only show part of the refinement process.
To consider the composition for integration of solutions, we refer to the canonical components of
the transaction model presented in section 4.4. The integration of most components here can be realized
by operation calls. The integration of the transaction code and other components, however, needs some
consideration. If the transaction code in the application program is expressed by keywords such as beginend transaction, a preprocessor or interpreter can be used to integrate the application and the transaction
system. This will result in a layered implementation of architecture.
We will now discuss the integration of solutions and the evolution of solutions.
Assume that two new requirements are provided. First, it is now estimated that the number of
competing transactions is not expected to be too high. Second, as a new feature, all the incoming and
outgoing calls on the modules are required to be monitored as well.
The first requirement may result in refining two components in the canonical model: scheduler and
recovery manager. For example, optimistic scheduling and recovery techniques [26] give better results if the
number of competing transactions is low. This new requirement should not cause any problem because in
the canonical model, both scheduler and recovery manager have been identified as separate components.
Instantiation and/or inheritance techniques can be used to specialize the transaction model.
As shown in Figure 3, the implementation of the monitor, however, can be problematic since every
transaction component has to be extended to register the incoming and outgoing calls. Monitoring here is a
crosscutting concern. If the adopted language cannot express crosscutting concerns, monitoring will increase
the complexity of software and will possibly result in a composition anomaly.
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Figure 3. Monitoring the components of the transaction system.

Figure 4 shows the effect of the new requirements on the transaction model. The original requirements
were serialization and recovery, which were solved by the application of the transaction theory and resulted
in the canonical transaction model. A new requirement gives a new context to the transaction system,
which is an estimation that less competition among the transactions will occur. This can be dealt with by a
sub-theory in the transaction theory, namely the optimistic scheduling and recovery theory. This results in
a refinement of the canonical model. Applying a simple monitoring technique such as logging can solve the
monitoring requirement. The composition of the monitor, however, requires a special composition operator.
This is because monitoring is a crosscutting concern. The shaded composition operator in the figure denotes
this.
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Figure 4. The affect of the new requirements.

5.5.

Problems in designing composable models

In the following, we list some of the significant problems that software engineers may experience in designing
composable models. For each problem description, the corresponding composable model property is shown
between the parentheses.
Functional (in)compatibility (integration of solutions): Solution models cannot be integrated unless
the following three criteria are satisfied [42]:
• Relevance: This is the most basic requirement. Relevance of sub solutions means that all sub solution
models are relevant for solving the total problem. For example, according to the transaction model
defined in section 4.4, the components Transactional code, Transaction manager, Policy manager, Data
manager, Scheduler and Recovery manager are relevant for designing a transaction system.
• Semantic (in)compatibility: All sub solution models must be relevant and semantically consistent.
Having relevant sub solutions does not always mean that the solutions are semantically compatible.
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For example, in a transaction system if the scheduler component implements an optimistic scheduling
algorithm whereas the recovery component implements a strict recovery algorithm, then these sub
solutions are likely to be semantically incompatible.
• Synchronous: Time-dependent behavior of all sub solutions must be synchronous with each other.
Procedural (in)compatibility: If sub solutions are functionally compatible, but not procedurally, cooperation can only be obtained by introducing a suitable adaptation module, which translates between the
interaction procedures used by the different solutions [42]. The translation mechanism can be implemented
as a wrapper around sub solutions, as an abstraction for converting operation names and/or attributes, or
as an interpreter/compiler for translating calls between sub solutions.
Difficulty of defining a common composition operator (integration & evolution of solutions): Certain
solutions may demand dedicated composition operators. On the other hand, the composition operators of
the adopted language must be general enough to compose solutions from multiple domains. This problem
is similar to the arbitrary composition problem, which has been defined in our related publication [15]:
“Arbitrary composition is the difficulty in composing components if some or all aspects of components
are generated from specifications and if the specifications cannot be composed by using the composition
mechanism of the component model. This problem can be experienced mainly in designing application
generators and constraint systems”.
Composition anomalies (evolution of solutions): If a relevant and correct composition cannot be
expressed, for instance, due to the lack of a composition operator and/or non-separable concerns of the
solution models, it is called a composition anomaly. Generally, an anomaly requires redefinition of the
previously defined solutions, although this should be unnecessary. Composition anomalies may manifest in
various forms. For example, in [15] we have discussed five example cases of composition anomalies:
• Composition versus real-time specifications: is the difficulty of reusing or extending real-time specifications of components. This problem can be experienced in designing components with real-time
behavior.
• Composition versus synchronization: is the difficulty of reusing or extending synchronization code
of components. This problem can be experienced in designing concurrent components with explicit
synchronization.
• Multiple views: is the difficulty of adapting the interface of a component based on its context.
• Sharing behavior with state: is the difficulty of sharing a common behavior among components if the
behavior is affected by a common state.
• Lack of support for dynamic composition: is the difficulty of adapting composition structures (such as
inheritance or delegation) at run-time.
Tyranny of dominant decomposition (balancing quality values): Most modeling techniques favor a
certain decomposition scheme. This may cause two problems: First, due to the predefined decomposition
scheme, certain quality factors may be over emphasized. Second, in case of changing business context, it
may be difficult to (re)organize the decomposition to fulfill the new requirements [43].
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Implicit quality values (balancing quality values): Current software development techniques do not
provide explicit means to compare the quality factors of alternative decompositions and therefore they are
not suitable in leveraging composition alternatives with respect to the obtained quality values [17].
Lack of support for crosscutting concerns (composition of crosscutting concerns): Languages like
Java and C++ and current software development methods do not provide means for modeling crosscutting
concerns.
Lack of support for probabilistic concerns (probabilistic compositions): In general requirement specifications have a probabilistic character. Current requirement analysis techniques, software artifacts and
composition operators do not provide means to model probabilistic requirements.
Lack of support for fuzzy concerns (fuzzy-logic compositions): During the analysis and design phases, it
is generally difficult to define artifacts with 100 percent certainty. Fuzzy artifacts and composition operators
can provide means to model uncertainties. However, current software development methods and notations
do not provide means to express fuzzy artifacts and composition operators.

6.
6.1.

Certifiable Models
Definitions

Certification is the process of confirming that a system or component complies with its specified requirements
and acceptable for operational use [44].
Verification is the process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end of the development
process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements [44].
Certification includes concepts such as certification authority, one or more verification activities,
documentation of certificates and certification methods. Certification authority is an impartial organization
possessing the necessary competence to operate a certification activity. Verification is a necessary sub-process
for certification. In the following section we will focus on the verification component of certification.
As shown in Figure 5, a verification process consists of a number of sub-processes. On the left hand
side of Figure 5, a problem solving process is depicted where a problem is transformed into a solution. This
represents a refinement process, as explained in section 3.
Quality requirements are part of a problem specification and they specify the composite of the required
quality values of a solution. By adopting a certain modeling technique, quality requirements are expressed
using problem quality-feature models. Different problem quality-feature models may be used if necessary.
The types of quality requirements might include usability, quantitative performance, functional behavior,
etc.
Only in very simple cases, the necessary quality attributes of a solution can be directly obtained
from the description of a solution. Generally, by using a certain modeling technique, a solution is mapped
onto a solution quality-feature model, which enables complex measurement and certification processes6 . As
shown in Figure 5, there may be several quality-feature models for the same solution. Obviously, problem
quality-feature and solution quality-feature models must be comparable with each other.
Both problem and solution quality feature models are expressed within a value system. A value system
is a system of numbers, symbols and/or operators with well-defined (measurement) rules [45]. As indicated
in the figure, depending on the variety of quality requirements, there may be more than one value system
6 In the literature solution model is generally referred to as system and quality-feature model as system model. Since a
solution can be specified at various abstraction levels and is itself a model of a solution, we prefer to use the terms solution
model and quality-feature model.
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for a single solution model. Through a measurement process, the attributes of a solution quality-feature
model are mapped to one or more quality values by which numbers or symbols are assigned. Generally,
measurement processes are tailored with respect to the characteristics of the desired quality values.
Value system

Problem
Modeling
technique

Problem quality
feature

Specification

Problem
solving
process

Desired quality
values

Evaluation

Solution
Modeling
technique

Solution quality
feature

Measurement

Measured quality
values

Figure 5. The concepts of a canonical verification process.

An evaluation process compares the desired quality values with the quality values of a solution within
the context of a value system.

6.2.

Kinds of verification activities

There are a number of issues to be considered within the context of a verification activity:
Verification of solution models in levels: Generally, a complex problem has to be solved at a number
of levels. This requires incremental verification of solutions at different abstraction levels.
Verification of canonical models: In case of canonical modeling, every solution instance must fulfill the
invariant properties of its canonical model. This requires verification of the canonical model and verification
of the instances against the model. A number of certified canonical solution models might already exist in the
project repository. These models can be directly used in the design and verification processes, if necessary.
Verification of integration of solutions: In case of integration of solutions, a verification activity must
be carried out at the levels of sub-solutions and composite solution.
Verification of evolution of solutions: Both the initial and incremental solutions must be considered
for verification. The invariant properties of a solution must be preserved after each evolution step.

6.3.

Motivations

Certification may bring the following advantages:
Critical systems: There are a number of critical systems where failures in fulfilling certain quality
requirements can have catastrophic results.
Marketing perspective: In the market, a certified product is likely to be more preferable to uncertified
ones.
Verification of refinement: As shown in section 3.1, verification is one of the main activities in a
problem solving process.
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Concise specification of the design process: The quality requirements express the ultimate goals of a
software development process. The progress of a design can be better monitored at the quality level than at
the detailed implementation level.
Quality control : A fundamental requirement for software quality control is to determine and verify
the actual quality values of the artifacts being designed.
Justification of the adopted techniques: Many tools and methods aim at enhancing quality features of
software products. Verification can help in evaluating these tools and methods to determine whether they
fulfill the promises or not.
In case of canonical modeling, solution quality-feature models can be directly derived from the
canonical models. Note also that the composability property of a model is also a quality feature of that
model.
A disadvantage of certifying models may be the increased cost due to the extra work necessary for
certification.

6.4.

Background work

The international standardization organization ISO has published the product quality model, which defines
a set of hierarchically organized quality features [46]. The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) was proposed
by the Software Engineering Institute as a process quality model to assist the Department of Defense in
assessing the quality of its contractors [47].
There is a general consensus that a very broad spectrum of approaches to quality verification is needed
[48]. Based on the concepts of verification shown in Figure 5, we will now refer to a wide range of verification
techniques.
There are examples of analytic, simulation and testing based techniques for verifying the quantitative
performance of systems. In all these techniques, the quality requirements can be expressed using expressions
such as “the system must respond within a specified time threshold”, “the average response time must not
exceed a given value”, “the availability of a system must be greater than a certain fraction”, etc. The desired
quality values are the fulfilment of the conditions. The measured quality values can be expressed for example
as numbers or distributions. What makes these performance verification techniques different are the ways by
which the solution quality-feature models are constructed and evaluated. For example, analytic techniques
could adopt Markov chains or queuing networks [49], simulation based techniques adopt behavioral and
statistical simulators [50] and testing-based techniques adopt measurement models [51].
We will now discuss three examples of behavioral verification techniques [52, 48]: model checking,
theorem proving and dynamic testing. Example problem quality-feature models are temporal logic and
predicate calculus formulas. The desired quality values are the satisfaction of expressions in these techniques.
The major difference is in how solution quality-feature models are defined and evaluated.
In model checking [52], the quality-feature model of a solution is a finite-state model and checking
is performed as a state-space search. The challenge is in devising algorithms and data structures that are
suitable for handling large state spaces [52]. The advantage of model checking is that it is completely
automatic. The disadvantage is the state explosion problem.
In theorem proving, the solution quality-feature model is expressed as formulas in some formal logic
[52]. Theorem proving is the process of finding a proof of a property from the axioms of the system, for
example through predicate transformations. In contrast to model checking, theorem proving can deal with
infinite state spaces. Depending on the characteristics of the system, sometimes user interaction may be
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necessary for providing additional information. There are recent attempts in combining model checking and
theorem proving techniques together [52]. In both model checking and theorem proving, the evaluation of the
fulfilment of requirements is trivial since the measurement process always results in true or false. However,
the system can provide, for example counter examples, in case the verification result is “false”.
In dynamic testing [48], programs are executed and the results are examined with respect to the
specifications. To increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the testing process, a dedicated testing suite
can be generated from the desired properties and the characteristics of the system being tested. Program
output data can be saved and interpreted. A good test suite includes expected test outcomes against which
the actual outcomes can be compared automatically.
Usability evaluation method [53] is by nature quite different from the previous verification techniques.
Usability evaluation can be defined as the act of measuring the usability quality features of a system with
respect to a set of users and user tasks [53]. Here, the concept problem quality-feature model may serve two
purposes: to gain insight into the behavior of a system and its users in actual usage situations to improve
usability, or to validate that usability has been improved. In the first case, the measurement data is used for
supporting the design process and in the latter case it may be used to determine the quality features such
as learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and satisfaction. The desired quality value in the first case is
to gather reliable usage information about the system being considered and in the second case, to maximize
the usability features. Forming a solution quality-feature model generally includes collecting a wide range of
usage data in various formats. These data are then correlated, interpreted and expressed in a set of usability
measures. The evaluation of the data is generally carried out by experts.
Recently, a number of new techniques have been introduced for verification and design of some
important but neglected quality features such as adaptability [17], relevance [31] and cost of design policy
[30].
In the Design Algebra based approach, solution quality-feature models are defined by mapping canonical solution models onto a canonical adaptability model, thereby creating a space of all possible adaptable
models [17, 8]. Based on the preferences of the designer, a relevant set of alternatives is ordered and mapped
to a value domain. The designer selects the alternative that fulfils the adaptability and other quality criteria.
The fuzzy-set based approach is used to determine the relative relevance of alternative solutions [31].
Here, the solution quality-feature model is represented as a fuzzy system. Each alternative has a relevance
attribute, which is defined as a fuzzy-set. During the refinement process, when more information is available,
the relevance attributes are re-calculated. Measurement is a fuzzy-inference process, which computes a set
of fuzzy quality values. These values are compared with the desired fuzzy-conditions given by the designer.
For this purpose, approximate reasoning or defuzzification can be used, if necessary.
The quality requirement can be quite diverse, for example, to minimize the cost of software development in case of evolving user requirements [30]. Here, the requirements are defined using probabilistic
change cases. Using this information, the solution quality-feature model is defined as a Markov decision
process. By using dynamic programming techniques, the optimal software development policy is determined
and its cost is calculated. The designer can then compare the cost value with the desired one and decide on
the policy to be adopted.
An important concern is to consider the quality factors during the design process rather than verifying
the quality values of software delivery. Design for quality or quality-oriented software engineering [54] is a
new research area and aims at controlling the design process based on the required quality values. In fact,
this article proposes the 7 C’s for this purpose.
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6.5.

Verification of the transaction subsystem

We will discuss the verification of the transaction system from the following three perspectives:
Verification of the refinement process: This requires a proof that the resulting solution is indeed a
solution of the specified problem. During the refinement and canonical modeling phases of the transaction
system example, the following two assumptions were made:
• Cost saving can be achieved through sharing spare parts among multiple dealers. This can be realized
using optimization techniques.
• Sharing may cause inconsistencies. Transaction concurrency control techniques can be adopted for this
purpose, because transactions provide serializability and recoverability.
The first assumption can be verified by analyzing the optimization algorithms published in the
literature [12]. Concerning the second assumption, in the computer science literature, many publications
have addressed the problems caused by concurrent accesses to shared data. As a solution to these problems,
serialization and/or recovery techniques have been proposed. Within the context of atomic transaction
techniques, numerous publications have proved the serializability and recovery characteristics of various
transaction algorithms [8]. These publications can be used for at least three purposes. First, they can be
utilized for defining a canonical transaction model. This was discussed in section 4.4. Second, they provide
valuable information about the correctness of transaction algorithms. Third, the pre and post conditions
of the operations in a solution model can be directly derived from the canonical transaction model [8]. In
addition, class invariants may be specified as assertions.
Design for performance: Assume that the car dealer management system will be operational in very
different contexts. For example, the transaction system may execute within a local dealer or across multiple
dealers, the shared data can be small or large, the access conflicts can be rare or frequent. Within these
constraints, the transaction system is expected to deliver the best quantitative performance.
Since none of the transaction techniques fulfill all these conditions, depending on the context of
execution, an optimal transaction technique must be selected. For this purpose, we have decided to
implement the policy manager as a control system. In this case, the policy manager continuously monitors the
transaction context and based on the heuristics, it selects the optimal transaction implementation technique
for maintaining the performance. The transaction architecture defined in section 4.4 does not have to be
modified since the policy manager has been already identified as a separate component.
In our approach [55], first, analytic performance models were used for analyzing the performance of
the alternative transaction techniques. Second, based on this analysis, an initial set of heuristic rules was
defined. Third, using on the canonical model defined in section 4.4, the transaction system was implemented.
Fourth, the environment of the transaction system was simulated. Finally, the performance characteristics
of the transaction system were measured and the validity of heuristic rules was verified. If necessary, the
parameters of the rules were adapted accordingly.
Verification of the integration of solutions: To improve the performance, the components of the
transaction system can be dynamically selected from a set of alternative implementations. This requires a
validation of the composite structure in all possible configurations. There have been a number of publications
about composing transaction systems from various scheduling and recovery components. Indeed, in certain
combinations of schedulers and recovery techniques, structural deadlock situations may arise [56, 57]. In the
literature, theorem-proving techniques have been used for verifying the correctness of composition of various
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scheduling and recovery techniques [56, 57]. In our case, in the implementation of the control system, these
restrictions were explicitly taken into account.
It is clear that using canonical solution models have important advantages in achieving and verifying
quality factors. The solution quality-feature models of canonical models can be certified and archived together
with the canonical models. These models can be incorporated during the refinement and verification phases.
In the implementation level, the quality-feature models can help in deriving the pre and post conditions of
the software modules.

6.6.

Problems of certifying models

In the following, we present a number of problems that may be experienced in certifying models. For each
problem description, the corresponding certifiable model property is shown between the parentheses.
Lack of support for design for quality (all): The term design for quality means that quality requirements are explicitly taken into account in mapping requirements into solutions. Current software development methods, however, do not provide adequate means to derive solutions from quality requirements.
Trusting the authority (certification authority): One of the important issues in certification if that the
certification authority is trustable and/or the certificate is real.
Lack of problem/solution quality feature models (problem/solution quality feature): One of the crucial
issues in verification is to be equipped with a modeling technique that is rich enough to express the desired
problem and solution domain quality features. In addition, there must be adequate means to derive the
model parameters of the problem and solution quality features from requirement specifications and solution
models, respectively.
Difficulty of measurement (measurement): One of the most difficult process in verification is to map
the solution quality feature model parameters to a corresponding value system.
Difficulty of evaluation (evaluation): For certain quality factors such as usability, it is very difficult
to automatically determine whether the measurements fulfill the requirements or not.
Difficulty of defining a suitable value system (value system): For certain quality factors such as
adaptability, it may not be easy to define a value system that fulfills software engineers’ intuition.
Difficulty of defining common/compatible value systems (value system): To be able to balance various
quality factors of solutions, there is a need of a common and/or compatible value systems for different quality
models. Obviously, this may be difficult or sometimes even impossible.
Level dependency (problem-solution): What is correct at a level may be incorrect at its sublevel.
Assume for example that a large amount of data is pushed into a communication channel. The data must
be received within a certain time limit. At an abstract level, we may assume that the channel bandwidth is
large enough to pass high amounts of data within a specified time limit. Assume now that at a lower level,
the channel is implemented as a bounded buffer and at certain times, the time limit may be exceeded. While
verifying the property of solutions, it is therefore important to specify the level of verification in an explicit
way.
Difficulty of determining the genericity-breaking instance (verification of canonical models): Most
proof systems assume closed word assumption. It is therefore difficult to verify when an emerging instance
may break the genericity of a canonical model.
Difficulty of verification of relevance (verification of integration of solutions): Verification of integration of solutions requires verification of the relevance of sub solutions. As explained in 3.5, identifying a
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relevant set of requirements in a dynamically changing business context is a difficult problem. Moreover, if
the solutions are integrated dynamically and if the order of integration influences the semantics of the total
solution, it may be difficult to verify the integrated solution.
Difficulty of prediction of evolution (verification of evolution of solutions): Verification of evolution
of models requires a fulfillment of two demands: A prediction of the evolution process, and checking the
invariant properties of the models after each evolution step. Similar to the problem above, if more than one
concern of a solution evolve dynamically and simultaneously and if the order of composition influences the
semantics of the total solution, it may be difficult to verify the composed solution.

7.
7.1.

Constructible Models
Computation perspective

The computational aspects of constructing solution models in software can be summarized under the following
three items:
Constructibility is an ability to create a computable solution model that retains its desired quality
values.
Expresiveness: Instead of programming bare-hardware architecture, software engineers generally
express their solutions as computer programs. Every language provides a set of first-class abstractions
that are directly supported by the mechanisms of that language. A first-class abstraction may be passed as
an argument of a call, it may be returned as a result of a call, it may be stored or retrieved, etc. The first
class abstractions of a language are important factors in evaluating that language because they define the
direct support that a programming language offers for expressing solutions.
Layered architectures: As stated in section 3, processor architecture can be implemented in hardware,
firmware or as a virtual machine. It is of course possible to define a stack of virtual machines, where virtual
machines at a lower layer provide services to the virtual machines at a higher layer. For example, distributed
systems are organized in a similar way as a stack of protocols systems. In this article, unless otherwise
stated, the term processor architecture may refer to hardware, firmware, virtual machine or stack of virtual
machine (or protocol) implementations.

7.2.

Process perspective

Refinement for computation: An ultimate goal of a concern-oriented process is to refine abstract problem
specifications towards solutions that are constructible.
Computation for refinement: Computed Aided Software Engineering (CASE) environments aim at
sporting software development activities by providing a set of software tools. Computation for refinement
considers implementation of concern-oriented processes as a problem to be solved and applies concernoriented processing principles for solving it.

7.3.

Constraints perspective:

A concern-oriented process has to compromise alternative solutions within the context of the following two
constraints:
Abstractness constraint: The abstractions of a programming language must be abstract enough to
match the abstractions of solution models but also must be concrete enough to match the abstractions
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(or components) of processor architectures. We can generalize this constraint as: The abstractions of an
incremental solution model must be abstract enough to match the abstractions of the higher-level solution
models but also must be concrete enough to match the abstractions of the lower-level solution models.
This constraint aims at minimizing the effort in refining solution models.
Standardization constraint: Abstractions (or components) of processor architectures must be standardized to ease sharing among multiple solution models but must be different enough to match the needs
of multiple solution models.
This constraint aims at reducing costs through sharing implementations.

7.4.

Background work

One of the major achievements of the theoretical computer science research is the introduction of the concept
of computability [58, 59]. In the literature, computability is defined as a property of a function that can
be computed by a Turing machine [59]7. In this article, we prefer to use the term constructibility, which
does not only refer to the computability property of programs but also to the underlying pragmatics used
in creating them.
Programming languages can be classified based the paradigms (or computation models) that they
adopt. Functional, logic, and imperative languages are the three basic paradigms and they all have equivalent
expression power [60]. This means that any computable program can be expressed in one of these paradigms.
In practice, however, the main reason why a programming language might be selected is more based on the
pragmatic factors such as availability of the tools and skills rather than the paradigm of the language.
Moreover, most commercial languages are not based on a single paradigm but they borrow features from
multiple paradigms.
Programming languages can be divided into two categories: general purpose or domain specific.
General-purpose languages aim at providing generic abstractions and mechanisms for a large category of
domains. Languages such as C, C++ and Java are general-purpose languages. A domain-specific language
offers abstractions and mechanisms that are particularly suitable for a given problem domain. An overview of
domain-specific languages can be found in [61]. The issue of selecting a general-purpose or a domain-specific
language is related to satisfying the constraints discussed in the previous section.
Programs can be automatically mapped onto processor architecture using compilation and/or interpretation techniques [11]. There are a number of dedicated generators available such as the stub generators
for distributed systems [62]. Further, by using open compilers [63] and compiler-compilers [64], one can build
dedicated generators.

7.5.

Construction of the transaction system for car dealer management

Based on the canonical model of section 4.4, a prototype implementation of the transaction system was built
in the Smalltalk language [8]. The controller part of the system was implemented later [55]. A more detailed
description of the controller will be given in section 9.
7 In
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7.6.

Problems of constructing solutions in software

The following list shows a number of problems that may be experienced in constructing solutions in software. For each problem description, the corresponding constructible model property is shown between the
parentheses.
Difficulty of determining the quality values of software at run-time (constructibility): There may be
numerous factors that influence the quality of executing software. It is generally difficult to reason about
the properties of software at run-time, especially in an open and distributed computing environment.
Lack of expressiveness (expressiveness): This problem is similar to the expressiveness problem discussed in section 4.5. The adopted programming language must be rich enough to directly represent the
abstractions of the solution models. The problem of lack of expressiveness may manifest in various forms.
For example, in [15] we have discussed the following three lack of expressiveness problems:
• Fixed message passing semantics: is the difficulty of defining and reusing tailored message passing
semantics of interacting components.
• Lack of support for coordinated behavior : is the difficulty of representing and reusing coordination
among components especially if the coordination is implemented as multiple messages.
• Unmatched layer functions (layered architectures): This problem indicates a mismatch between the
needs of the solution models and the functions provided by the realization layer. The interface of
layers must be fixed to achieve compatibility and portability. On the other hand, due to the dynamic
context of applications, the solutions models will likely to evolve continuously. Generally, this requires
extensions to the interface of the realization layers. Changing interfaces, however, may conflict with
the compatibility and portability objectives.
Inefficiency of mapping high-level solution concerns to computation models (refinement for computation): To express certain behavior precisely, solution models may adopt high-level language constructs that
are very inefficient to implement using popular programming languages.
Difficulty of automating certain processes (computation for refinement): Certain processes, such as
software development, are very complex. Software engineers, therefore, need tools to assist them with their
task. Software development is also a human activity. Therefore, knowledge of software development is not
generally available as a mathematical theory, but in the form of human knowledge, i.e. in the form of rules
and heuristics, formulated by experts in the field. These rules and heuristics are necessarily imprecise, and
formulated in terms of imprecisely defined concepts. Tools for software development, which deserve to be
called intelligent, will have to incorporate (part of) this knowledge.
Difficulty of leveraging realization levels (abstractness constraint): In complex systems, different
concerns of a solution may demand different levels of realization. Generally, once a programming language
or execution environment is selected, software engineers do not have any means to leverage the level of
realization.
Difficulty of standardizing the computation models (standardization constraint): Different solution
models may demand different computation models. Therefore, it is generally not possible to define an ideal
computation model for all kinds of problems.
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8.

Closure property of Models

8.1.

Definitions

Given a set of models, if an operation applied to any member of the set produces a model that is also in the
set, then it is called the set is closed under that operation. We call this the closure property of models [59].
The closure property of models can be analyzed from the following three perspectives:
• Closure for manipulating models requires a constant set of operations on models so that models can
be manipulated in a uniform manner.
• Closure for process support requires a constant set of process operations for mapping problem domain
concerns into solution domain concerns.
• Closure for self-manipulation requires a constant set of reflective operations. A reflective system is a
system, which incorporates models representing (aspects of) itself. This self-representation is causally
connected to the reflected entity, and therefore, makes it possible for the system to answer questions
about itself and supports actions on itself. Reflective computation is the behavior exhibited by a
reflective system. The term reflection was introduced by [65] as a technique to structure and organize
self-modifying procedures and functions. In [66] reflection was applied within the context of objectorientation.

8.2.

Motivations

Easier to define clients: The availability of a constant set of operations on models helps in defining generic
client software that utilizes these models.
Easier to define methods and tools: The availability of a constant set of process operations helps in
defining generic methods and tools.
Easier to define self-evolving models: The availability of a constant set of reflective operations helps
in defining generic self-evolving models.

8.3.

Background

The concept of closure has been studied in various fields, such as set theory, formal languages and relational
databases [58, 59, 67].
The composite pattern [10] aims at creating hierarchically nested object models with a constant set
of operations for each element in the composite.
The term reflection was introduced by [65] as a technique to structure and organize self-modifying
procedures and functions. In [66], reflection was applied within the context of object-orientation. A
considerable amount of work has been done in reflection techniques, for example, in concurrent computation,
distributed system structuring and middleware, programming language design, real-time systems, and in
network design [68, 69].
The OMG has defined various standards for specifying meta-models, such as Metadata Interchange
Specification, Software Process Engineering Metamodel Specification and Metaobject Facility Specification
[4].
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8.4.

Problems of defining closure properties

The following list indicates the problems that may be experienced in defining solution models with the
desired closure properties. For each problem description, the corresponding closure model property is shown
between the parentheses.
Difficulty of defining uniform and cooperating solutions (closure for manipulating models): To be
able to define a constant set of operations on models, the required solution model must be partitioned
into a uniform and cooperating sub solution models. This may not be an easy task. Moreover, a uniform
decomposition may be preferred for certain quality factors such as stability of software but may be undesired
for other quality factors such as extensible behavior.
Difficulty of formalizing design as a uniform and cooperating processes (closure for process support):
Similar to the problem above, to be able to define a constant set of operations on processes, the required
process model must be partitioned into uniform and cooperating sub processes.
Lack of reflection (closure for self manipulation): A considerable amount of research work has been
done in reflection techniques, for example, in concurrent computation, distributed system structuring and
middleware, programming language design, real-time systems, and in network design [68, 69]. Conventional
programming languages, however, do not provide adequate support for reflective system development.
Moreover, closure for self-manipulation requires identification of a set of standard reflective operations that
do not change after each self-manipulation.

9.

Controllable Models

9.1.

Basic components of a feedback control system

Figure 6 depicts an example feedback control system architecture, which consists of the following eight
components:
Controlled system: A solution model, a concern-oriented process or combination of these.
distinguish two kinds of controlled systems:

We

• Abstract: A controlled system may be an abstract solution as defined by a problem solving process
that maps problems into abstract solutions.
• Concrete: A controlled system may be a constructible solution or a process (interpreter/compiler),
which maps a constructible solution into another constructible solution.
Abstract controlled systems generally require human assistance, whereas the concrete ones may be
implemented completely in software.
Sensor : A software, hardware or human input that provides the actual information about the
controlled system.
Feedback loop: A channel or interpreter that connects the sensor to the model of the controlled system.
Model of the controlled system: A model that is suitable for reasoning about the actual properties of
the controlled system.
Reference model : A model of the controlled system that specifies its desired properties.
Comparator : An evaluator that compares the model of the controlled system with the reference model.
Error is the difference between the desired and the actual properties of the controlled system.
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Compensator : Determines the necessary controlling actions on the controlled system so that the
controlled system fulfils the desired properties.
Actuator : Implements the controlling action on the controlled system.
In Figure 6 the term control system refers to all 8 components. The term controller includes all the
components except the component Controlled system. A control system thus consists of a controlled system
plus a controller.
There are similarities between the verification model of Figure 5 and the feedback control architecture
of Figure 6. The components Solution, Solution quality feature, Problem quality feature models of Figure
5 correspond to the components Controlled system, Model of the controlled system and Reference model of
Figure 6, respectively. In fact, verification of models is a necessary requirement for controlling models. In
addition to verification, controlling aims at correcting the errors of models.

Actuator

Controlled
system

Compensator

sensor

Error
Comparator

Model of the
controlled
system

Feedback loop

Reference
model

Figure 6. A feedback controller.

9.2.

Control architectures

Fixed-structure fixed-parameter control architectures: These control systems assume that the structure
and/or parameters of the controlled system do not vary [70, 71]. The architecture of Figure 6 is typical
example of this category. Other known examples are hierarchical and/or distributed controllers8 [72].
Adaptive control : If the structure and/or the parameters of the controlled system vary, it may not
be possible to affectively control the system unless the control system adopts a strategy to deal with this
variation. In adaptive control, depending on the variations of the parameters of the controlled system, the
control system is adapted. The adaptation can be realized, for example, by changing the transfer function
of the feedback loop, the reference model, the implementation of the compensator, etc. [70].
Optimal control : In optimal control, the control system implements a strategy to minimize a predefined
performance index (also called cost function). An optimal controller requires that the performance index is
represented as a mathematical expression and it is measurable [70]. Obviously, the performance index must
be specified as simple as it can be otherwise the mathematics can be too difficult to solve.
8 Adaptive
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9.3.

Quality of control

Controllability and observability: This is the fundamental property of a control system. A system is
controllable if it is possible to cause its state vector to move from any initial value, to any value, in a finite
time. A system is observable if it is possible to reconstruct the state-vector completely from measurements
made. Within the context of this article, the state vector of a system refers to the relevant properties of
a solution model or concern-oriented process. The concept of measurement was defined in section 6. The
term controllable model, which is the title of this section, means that the solution model/concern-oriented
process, which is also called the controlled system, satisfies the controllability quality factor.
Stability: If the properties of a controlled system can be controlled within the specified amount of
time, then it is called a stable system.
Performance criteria: Stable control systems can be analyzed in more detail with respect to certain
performance criteria. Examples are:
• Steady-state error: The difference between the actual and desired properties of the controlled system
that are no longer observable by the controller and therefore no attempts are made to correct it.
• Rise time: The shortest time to achieve some specified percentage of the desired property values of the
controlled system.
• Setting time: The time taken for the controlled system to reach and remain within some specified
range of its final property values.

9.4.

Motivations

Feedback control systems are based on the assumption that it is easier to correct the errors of a system
during its operational phase rather than designing the system to be ideal at the creation time. Controlling
the quality of software processes and products have many obvious advantages, such as improved client
satisfaction, complexity reduction etc. However, designing an efficient and affective control system for this
purpose is not trivial and demands solutions to several important and open research questions that are
discussed in this article.

9.5.

Background work

Control systems have been successfully applied in almost all areas of engineering and extensive literature
exists in this field [70, 71]. However, the formalisms adopted in traditional control systems [70, 71], such
as differential equations, are generally not suitable for controlling software products and processes. In the
literature, intelligent controllers have been introduced for controlling complex systems, which cannot be
expressed using mathematical models such as differential equations [73, 74]. By intelligent controller, we
mean the application of soft computing techniques9 to the design of control systems. Most intelligent control
systems, however, have been applied to other disciplines than software engineering, such as artificial vision,
thermal processes, target identification, etc.
Within the area of distributed systems, several researchers have experimented with the so-called
quality-aware middleware systems [75, 76]. These systems generally adopt control architecture to monitor
and improve the quality of service parameters of the middleware systems.
9 Also called computational intelligence. Currently, computational intelligence techniques are based on fuzzy-logic, neuralnetworks and genetic algorithms.
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Although software quality has been extensively studied in the literature [46, 47], controlling quality
of software products and processes based on the principles of control theory has not been explored yet.

9.6.

Controlling the transaction subsystem of the car dealer management system

To optimize the performance of the transaction system, the policy manager component of the transaction
system has been implemented as a control system [55]. The policy manager continuously monitors the
transaction context and based on its heuristics, it selects the scheduling scheme that provides the best
performance. In our prototype implementation, we have experimented with three kinds of scheduling
schemes: two-phase locking, timestamp-ordering and optimistic.
The controller aims at optimizing the throughput for a number of concurrently executing transactions
between 0 and 100. The following heuristic rules have been extracted from various publications on atomic
transactions [55]:
IF # concurrent transactions < lowerT
THEN select optimistic scheduler
IF # concurrent transactions ≥ lowerThreshold and # concurrent transactions ≤ upperT
THEN select two-phase locking scheduler
IF # concurrent transactions > upperT
THEN select timestamp-ordering scheduler
The variables lowerT and upperT represent the threshold values for selecting a different scheduler
to increase the throughput of the system. Obviously, these heuristics rules may only be effective if the
right threshold values have been defined. Since it is difficult to statically determine the ideal values, we have
implemented a self-tuning adaptive control system that adjusts the threshold values after each decision point
in time. In order to experiment with the system, the environment of the transaction system was simulated.
The simulator generated random calls on the transaction system based on predefined simulation properties.
Figure 7 shows the change in the threshold values, where the X-axis corresponds to the number of simulated
decision points and the Y-axis shows the threshold values. In this example setting, the threshold values were
stabilized after about 50 decision points.
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Figure 7. Tuning the threshold values.
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To evaluate the affect of the controller, an experiment was carried out with the following situations:
• Fixed scheduler with a two-phase locking concurrency control scheme.
• Fixed scheduler with a timestamp ordering concurrency control scheme.
• Fixed scheduler with an optimistic concurrency control scheme.
• Run-time adaptive controller based scheduler as explained above.
Figure 8 shows the result of the simulations. From this figure we can conclude that for lower number of
concurrent transactions the optimistic scheduler implementation performs better than the timestamp ordering and the two-phase locking scheduler implementations. For a higher degree of concurrency the throughput
for the optimistic scheduler implementation decreases significantly and the timestamp-ordering scheduler implementation then provides a better throughput. The run-time adaptable scheduler implementation nearly
follows the optimal values of the different schedulers.
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Figure 8. Performance values for the fixed scheduler implementations and the run-time adaptable scheduler
implementation.

9.7.

Problems in defining controllable models

The following list describes a set of problems that one may experience in designing controllable models. For
each problem, the related properties of control systems are indicated between the parentheses.
Difficulty of obtaining the actual parameters of controlled systems (sensor): The actual parameters
of a controlled system may not be easily obtained by just calling on its interface operations. This problem
is also related to the quality factor observability, which was defined 9.3. Moreover, an ideal measurement
process should not influence the controlled model in any means.
Semantic gap between the sensed data and the model of the controlled system (feedback loop): If the
model of a controlled system is defined at a much higher level of abstraction than the system being controlled,
then it may be difficult to derive the model parameters directly from the measured parameters.
Difficulty of defining the model of the controlled system (model of the controlled system): The quality
and the effectiveness of a control are directly related to the expression power of the model of the controlled
system. Obviously, for a complex system, it may be difficult or impossible to define a suitable model.
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Difficulty of defining an ideal reference model (reference model): This problem is similar to the problem
defined above. In addition, in some cases, it may be difficult to define an ideal model, since there may be
more than one model that fulfills the definition of what is called the “ideal”.
Difficulty of defining an automated comparator (comparator): If there is a semantic gap between the
model of the controlled system and the reference model, it may be difficult to implement the comparator
without a human assistance.
Difficulty of defining an automated compensator (compansator): To be able to control, there must
be known strategies for influencing the controlled system so that it fulfils the desired characteristics. For
certain complex systems, there may not be a known strategy at all. Moreover, due to changing context, it
may be difficult to predefine a strategy. In addition, for certain abstract problems such as software deign, it
may be difficult to implement a strategy without the need for a human assistance.
Difficulty of applying the desired control actions (actuator): This problem is related to the term
controllability and observability, which were defined in section 9.3. To be able to control, the controlled
system must provide the right handlers (interface). For certain cases, the desired interface may not be
available.
Difficulty of defining an optimal control architecture (control architectures): In general, there is no
general design strategy to synthesize the ideal control architecture for a given control problem [70, 71]
Difficulty of determining an adaptation and/or optimization strategy (control architectures): Generally, adaptive control systems are equipped with an adaptation strategy, which may be implemented as a
meta-control system that controls the components of the base-level control system. Designing a meta-level
control system may involve all the issues discussed in this article. To be able to define an optimal control
architecture, the optimization criteria must be formalized and implemented as an efficient computation.
Lack of means to compute the quality factors of control (quality of control): Due to the lack of precise
mathematical models, in general, the quality of control parameters, such as stability, steady-state error, rise
time, setting time, etc. cannot be determined analytically.

10.

Justifying the 7 C’s and Conclusions

After an extensive study, in [chapter 2, 8] it has been shown that controlled problem solving processes
form one of the basic reasoning mechanisms of both traditional engineering disciplines and philosophy. The
definition of controlled problem solving process as defined in [8] conforms the definition of controllable
concern-oriented process given in sections 3 and 9 of this article. We will now introduce the concept
of quality-oriented software engineering, which is based on the principle of controllable concern-oriented
processes:
Quality-oriented software engineering: aims to solve the problems of stakeholders by developing and/or
selecting optimal products along the software engineering process.
Stakeholder : Any person or representative of an organization who has a stake-a vested interest-in
the product or whose opinion must be accommodated. A stakeholder can be an end user, a purchase, a
contractor, a developer, or a project manager.
Problems of stakeholders: A set of concerns to be solved through the utilization of products. In other
words, products are used to solve the problems of the stakeholders. Features, properties or behavior that
are necessary to solve the problems can be described as product requirements.
Optimal product : A product that satisfies the constraints imposed by its context. A product is
generally a software system. In embedded systems, however, software and hardware products naturally
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co-exist. Products may have different granularity; its may be a library such as collection classes, or a large
distributed system, such as a workflow management system.
Context of a product: The quality factors imposed by the market, stakeholders, enabling technology,
financial conditions, personal skills, available knowledge and scientific developments define the context of a
product. The quality factors define the dimensions of the relevant characteristics of products. Examples of
quality factors are correctness, relevancy, adaptability, performance, reusability, changeability, traceability,
reliability, low-cost, etc. An optimization process balances the quality factors of a product within a given
context.
We will now informally justify the 7 C’s using the following reasoning:
Concern-oriented processes: To create and/or select an optimal set of products, there must be a
satisfactory solution for the problems of the stakeholders. To be able to provide a solution to a given
problem, problem-solving techniques must be adopted.
Controllable models: To satisfy the product constraints imposed by its context, the properties of the
products must be continuously monitored and improved if necessary. This requires controllable solutions.
Constructible models: To create a software product, the product must be constructible as a software
system.
Closure property of models: To be able to design a stable controller, the software system (product)
must provide a constant set of controlling operations to the controller. This requires that the software system
be closed under the controlling operations.
Certifiable models: To be able to decide on a controlling action, the desired properties of the software
system must be verified. This requires that the software system is certifiable.
Composable models: To be able to carry out the necessary adjustments, the software system must be
composable.
Canonical models: To be able to identify the composable parts, the software system must be derived
from a canonical model.
In this article, we have presented and motivated the 7 C’s to overcome the problems in current software
design and implementation practices. For each C, we have identified a set of open problems that may inspire
the researchers. The 7 C’s may also help the practicioners to be concious about the fundemantals of the
difficulties that they possibly experience.
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